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objectives
Project 6 has the following main objectives: 

INCREASED AWARENESS OF TYPE IN THE ENVIRONMENT

The first part of the project will ask each student to photograph "Found Type" in one's 

environment. Found Type is related to Found Object, except in type form. Students will find their 

assigned letters in 3D signs, printed material like newspapers and magazines, graffiti, or even a 

license plate or t-shirt! Images found online are not allowed, as that defeats the goal of the lesson. 

PAGE LAYOUT - POSTER DESIGN

A poster that publicizes a photographic exhibition of Found Type will then be created, guided by 

inspiring images of design. These will encourage students to go beyond the expected treatment 

of a printed poster while still controlling visual hierarchy and other design elements to deliver the 

message in a dynamic way. (Sadly, this exhibition is just imaginary and  will not actually occur.)

PROJECT 6 SOFTWARE OBJECTIVES:

• Photoshop will be used first for photos taken of Found Type. Along with simple lessons like 

how to create Contact Sheets using automated functions, students will also be asked to ensure 

all images are touched up as needed. 

• InDesign or Illustrator will be used to create the page layout of the publicity poster. No other 

program is allowed for this step, as Photoshop should never be used for (printed) page layout. 

REINFORCEMENT OF GRFX-2303 OBJECTIVES:

• Continued attention to detail and ability to follow directions exactly,  

including reading and understanding all words on a page.

• More experience in time management and deadline-driven creativity. This will be especially true 

for a project with such a fast turn-around time. 

• The ability to professionally communicate with professor if questions arise.

• The ability to listen and communicate with fellow students in critiques.

• Working as part of a team is reinforced, as an entire alphabet of Found Type can only be 

completed if each student does his/her/their part.  
2
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rubric
R U B R I C :

• Directions were followed accurately with absolutely no errors.  

READ ALL PAGES OF THIS PROJECT SHEET. Put dates in your calendar and plan your time. 

If you need help, ask Prof. Nikki as soon as possible so you do not suffer the consequences.

• Self-Evaluation completed.

• Ambition - How much did you challenge yourself? Did you plan your time well?

• Attendance and full participation in all workshops and critiques. 

• Participation in class days on all days. Not just attendance, but full participation.

• Photos of Found Type taken correctly.

• Minimum number of assigned letters taken.

• Photos are high enough resolution and focus on just the letter.

• Photos are not found online. To do so would cause student to fail entire project. 

• Photoshop used correctly to create a contact sheet of photos.

• Photoshop used correctly to refine type photos as directed. 

• Adobe Illustrator and/or InDesign is used correctly to create poster design.

• Strong visual hierarchy is used in poster design.

• Experimentation is evident in poster design. 

• Final packaged files from InDesign are correct and follow directions.
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required
Tangible material required for this project include the following:

• Use of a digital camera. This could be the one on a smartphone or an actual digital camera. 

 

Intangible materials required for this project include the following:

• Time spent to observe your environment and take photos as directed by the deadline. This 

will likely take at least 4-5 hours if you stay in Jonesboro. If you are in Jonesboro, go to Main 

Street. Don't just wander around Wal-Mart. GET OUTSIDE! (Downtown Memphis or Little Rock 

also has a TON of Found Type, but that would require the driving time to get there.)

• Time spent in the computer lab or (on your laptop with Adobe) to finish posters.  

The work required for this project includes time and effort to complete it outside of  

Mon Wed 8:20-10:50am.
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S T E P  1
 found type

F O U N D  O B J E C T 

Found Type is related to Found Object, just in type form – and with perhaps less of a social 

statement in Project 6. 

"In modern art, the term 'found object'...is used to describe an object, found by an artist, 

which - with minimal modification - is then presented as a work of art. The idea is, that 

the artist believes that the discovered object possesses a certain aesthetic quality - 

stemming from its appearance, social or personal history - and therefore displays it for 

the appreciation of others."    - SEE SOURCE FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Though many artists have used Found Object, Dada-ists of the early 20th century championed it 

as they questioned the definition of "art". Marcel DuChamp's The Fountain is a classic. He took a 

urinal, signed it "R. Mutt", and placed it into an art exhibition! 

^^^To simply shrug that off or call it dumb only shows you haven't studied your art history 

or cared enough to develop the reflection required to become an artist/designer.....YET.  

You don't have to like the work, but you must take the time to consider WHY you react  

this way. That's why you're in college getting your degree in art/design!  :)  

F O U N D  T Y P E 

Students will find their assigned letters in their environment. As explained in class, the letters 

should already be in letter form and they cannot be created by the student. Instead, students 

should find their letters from 3D signs, whether they be plastic or engraved in brick, etc.; printed 

material like newspapers, magazines, and book covers; graffiti (not created by you); or even a 

license plate or t-shirt! Letters are everywhere. START SEEING THEM! 

Images found online are not allowed, as that defeats the goal of the lesson. This is why 

students will be required to briefly explain the location of each photo. 

Only the letters assigned should be photographed – and photographed well with just the digital 

camera on a phone or an actual camera. Make sure the letter is in focus and with little to no 

surrounding elements; for example, do not take a photo of the full word on a sign when all you 

need is the letter. 5
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http://www.visual-arts-cork.com/definitions/found-objects.htm
https://www.tate.org.uk/art/artworks/duchamp-fountain-t07573


These are examples of what is wanted for Found Type in this project. The letters are pulled from 
things that exist already as letters. Also notice how the composition of each letter is roughly a 

square, focusing on the letter itself. A background is present, but the focus is on the letter.



Following are examples of what is not wanted for Found Type in this project. These include finding 

shapes of letters within the positive and negative of existing objects, as well as seeing letters in 

random shapes. 

Creating letters for the project is also not correct.  >>
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D I R E C T I O N S

Each student will be assigned the task of fiinding and photographing 3 each of their 3 assigned 
letters. The 9 (minimum) photos should be placed in their assigned thread. 

Along with each post, a brief description of where the photos was taken must be written. 

Warning: Keep your photos on whatever device you took them until the completion of the project just in case 
professor requests to see it. If a student uses an image from an  online source, the student will fail the project. 

For example, a student would reply to his/her/their 

thread with something like this.  

The most important thing to do is make sure the photo 

is as sharp as possible on that one letter. 

Student may use editing software on phone if desired to 

crop or slightly alter color; however, Photoshop help will 

be provided in the next class. 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E 

DUE when class begins on Wed Apr 20:

• SLACK 

On Slack #2303_project6, upload the requested photos in the thread addressed to you. 

Each post in your thread should have one image and a brief description of where you  

found the letter. That means you should have 9 total posts in your thread. 

Student may do more than the minimum if extra credit is desired.
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P H O T O S H O P  H E L P

In class on Wed, Apr 20, students will be guided through more of the vast world that is Photoshop, 

this time not using a template*.  There is also a collection of videos to help for further exploration 

or to be reminded of information. 
*Templates were used purposefully on Project 5 to force students to "just start clickin'" and at least get introduced –  
  even if by force – into how powerful the program is.  :)

The actual work to refine the Found Type will likely not be much, assuming the original photo was 

taken well. Hopefully, students will have all of their work completed by the end of class so that 

students may be instructed on the next steps. 

If work is not complete, schedule will be adjusted. 

Once finished, all students' final images are uploaded to one place on Slack in #2303_project6.

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E 

DUE by the end of class on Wed Apr 20 start of class on Mon Apr 25:

• SLACK 

On Slack #2303_project6, upload the requested photos in the thread so that  

everyone can access all the beautiful final photos.  

 
C R E A T I N G  C O N T A C T  S H E E T  O F  A L L  P H O T O S

Students will download all final files to one folder on their computer. This folder should also 

include his/her/their final work. Nothing else should be in this folder. 

In class, students will be introduced to Automated Tasks in Photoshop  

via its Contact Sheet creation. 

This Automated  Task is preset but Photoshop, but anybody can record  

any set of motions that can be "played" and completed without interruption on Photoshop. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLCjxoaxiMUhZwKsB5-lLYLmHGsYrDsaH5
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When Contact Sheet task box shows 

up in Photoshop, please do as shown 

here (will also explained in class). 

 

 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E 

DUE by the end of class on Mon Apr 25:

• SLACK 

On Slack #2303_project6, upload your contact sheet pages (all pages on one post)  

in the thread requesting it. 
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S T E P  2
 poster design

Multiple samples of page layout with a small amount of text on it for concise messaging will be 

shown. Some will be mostly typographic and some will be type and image, but all will have strong 

visual hierarchy and dynamic layout. All of the samples will also be intended for the printed page at 

a larger size vs. a screen view. 

Sketches are usually always encouraged/required before the computer is used because ideas – not 

software skills – make an artist/designer. However, due to the quick turnaround and the goal of 

just forcing students to experiment quickly and and have fun, no sketches are required. Instead, 

students will jump right in on the computer. 

S P E C S

InDesign should be used for the document. It will be easier to work with the images as one 

consistent size, though Illustrator allows for more – and faster – experimentation. They can also be 

combined. If Illustrator is preferred, please speak with Prof. Nikki. 

The intended poster size for this class is something called "Tabloid", which is 11 inches x 17 inches. 

Because it will be printed on a personal printer with standard margins (= cannot print off the page, 

called a "bleed"), one must consider the following specs for building the file. 

• Preferences: Build your file in inches. Measurement of type in points.

• New File YOUR LAST NAME_Proj6_Poster

• 11 inches x 17 inches (portrait or landscape)

• .25 inch margins all the way around

• No bleed

• CMYK  (if certain filters aren't available that you want, talk to Prof. Nikki)

 
Required Image(s):

• The entire alphabet must be shown, but it does not necessary need to be legible. 

M E N U



Required Text:

• Found Type Exhibiton 
15 May - 25 June  
Dark Alley Gallery 

• The capitalization as shown does not need to stay the same. In other words, the words do not 

need to be Initial Cap; however, be consistent (unless you are intentional with a style choice of 

type treatment...you postmodernist). 

D E S I G N  T I P S

See all of the poster samples and take notes on discussion in class about dynamic layouts.  

Have fun with this and go a little crazy! EXPERIMENT! 

Also, ask Prof. Nikki and/or Google how to create what you have in your head using the software. 

This is also part of the learning experience intended with this step.  :)  In other words, that slight 

frustration is completely normal. 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  
 
See next page. 
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Students will meet In class on the day of the scheduled final. Final scheduled 8-10am on Mon, May 

2; however, class will not begin until 8:20am. The following is due BY 8:30am, so please plan 

accordingly. The lab is open as long as the building is, which should be long before even 7am. 

P A C K A G E  I N  D E S I G N  F I L E

• First, make sure your InDesign file is named correctly (see this page). 

• Then File : Package your InDesign file as shown below. Be sure to follow this exactly.  

Remember the software will guide you to be sure all fonts and links are correct. 

• Ignore RGB or CMYK color mode warnings.

• Say OK to the copyright warning. 

• Save the Folder to your Desktop to easily access. 

D U E  >  W H A T  •  W H E N  •  W H E R E  
 
DUE BY 8:30am.
• GOOGLE 

In the PROJECT 6 folder for this class, upload the Folder of your packaged file.  
Please do not ZIP or compress it. 

• SLACK 

On Slack #2303_project 6, upload the PDF file only from the Package Folder  

in the thread requesting it.
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https://www.astate.edu/a/registrar/files/final-exams/Spring_2022_Final_Exam_Schedule_May2-May6.pdf
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self-evaluation

Fill out and Submit this Google Form. This form asks 
for feedback on both Project 6 and the course overall. 
 
   DUE by Monday, May 2, 10:00am. 
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https://forms.gle/YxkHXiPKTFQdNM1r5

